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Introduction
"Man and Politics" by Dr. Franklin K. Patterson states the

objectives of the three-year junior high school sequence that is
now being developed by the ocial Studies Program of Educa-
tional Services Incorporated. It also describes in some detail
sonic of the actual units and teaching materials for the sequence
which Nee been and arc being developed. Thus, -Man and
Politics" does for the Junior Iligh School Project what "Man:
A Course of Study" by Dr. Bruiwr (Occasional Paper No. 3) did
for the Elementary Project. The two Papers supplement each
other but it should be noted that -Alan and Politics" was written
some three months after -Man: A Course of Study."

Dr. Patterson, Director of the Lincoln Eikne Center for Cit-
izenship and' .Public Affairs, Tufts University, is currently (le-
voting a major portion of his time to the Social Studies Program
at Educational Services Incorporated. Ile is in direct charge of
the Junior High School Project and is a member of the Social
3tudies Executive Committee.

SEPTEMBER, 1965
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Man and Politics
by Franklin K. Patterson

;
;

The paper that follows is an attempt to state th main outlines
and suggest sonic of the materials of the Junickr High School
Project in the ESI Social Studies Curriculum Progr m., In a sense,
this is a little like trying to use a linotype machine )n quick-silver.
For three years now, the work of our Project has p oceeded with

c,a remarkable kind of freedom to experiment and 'nnovate. As
a result, its product is about as easy to catch and des libe as it is
to pick up quicksilver spilled on a table in a moving train. A
picture of it at any given moment inevitably misses focus and
detail. I can only hope that the reader will realize that there is
far more to the Project in terms of ideas, materials for children
and teachers, unresolved experiments and questiors, and so on
than this paper can possibly capture.

The quicksilver quality of the real Project comes from the
many people who contribute to its design and substance. It is

impossible with any fairness to describe in brief the innumerable
contributions that teachers, scholars, researchers, school admin-
istrators, and others have made to the Project so far. Nor is it

possible to describe adequately the many ways that my senior
colleagues in the ESI Social Studies Curriculum Program Elting
E. Morison, Jerome S. Bruner, and Morton White have helped
shape our effort to turn out new instructional materials of quality.
An appendix lists all of those who have in one way or another
been part of the "we- of the Project to this point. Some have
made enormous contributions; others have played lesser roles.
But all have given generously to a common task..

Most of those I mention in the appendix have served in the
small working parties which are the backbone of oor effort. Each
working party is composed of teachers, univers4 scholars, and
research assistants. Some have been in full-time positions with
the Project; others have contributed as consultants. The differ-
CTICVS in experience and kinds of competence represented in the
working parties have given them a unique kind of strength for
the task of curriculum-building.
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OCCASIONAL. PAPER NO. 4

Grateful mention also should be made of the contributions
of interested publishers; of libraries including the Folger and
others; of the resources of special disciplines, such as the Amer-
ican Geographical Society; and or scholars and school leaders
who have taken time to advise us. Nut least, the work of the
Jurnor ifigh School Project would not have been possible without
the constant encouragement of James H. Killian, Jt rrold H.

Zacharias, and Gilbert Oakley of ESL and the generous support
of the Ford Foundation.

The Hazards of Choice

ilie utility of materials in the social studies should lie in their
reh.vance to the human' condition. They should excite interest,
curiosity. and concern on the Part ot children. They shouhl be
rich with opportunities for children to organiie data, follow
hunches. fon]] anti test hypotheses. draw inferences, and achieve
defensible generaliiotions about the kinds of things that matter
ill man's life so,ietv.

With such criteria in mind. we have haiardcd to design
curriculum models for junior high schuol social studio's around
a central organi/ing theme: Man A.s A Political This
theme is used by us for the school years w hen children are twelve
to fourteen years old and are in grades se%eo through nine. \Ve
think 'hat these Sc hool years should be flexihle and not graded
iii the usual rigid manner_ Piiit because most American schools
still use a fixed system of grade-yvais. we refer to parts of our
three-year sequence by grade as a matter of convenient-v.

In the currieuhim models built around Man .A Political
licim! we hope that subject content and pedagogy ale insep-
arably related. \Ve laipe. too, that children will find themselves
opening doup: that lead to increased intellectual discipline and
an enlarged Nclisc of hiunainty. \Ve do not pretend that um cur-

all-purp",,, tir prescriptivi.. ThrV InfulelS

of PO.ssibilitV, 'nu's' are not inclusive. giving -coverage" of -every-
thing imporiant- about man and society. Our currkulum untuicis
arc made op of a few selected pio'ces of man's tutal experience.
his knowledge about himself. and his unanswered questions. \Ve
do not offer them either as linear history or as comprusscd ver-

6
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MAN AND POLITKS

sions of the several social sciences. They are historical in that
they are from the past, but largely in Croce's sense that the past
has no nwaningful existence except as it exists for us, as it is

giveo meaning by us. They are related to social science in the
sense that they draw upon and use to some extent the ideas and
strategies of inquiry of the social science disciplines.

In our choice of what to do, we have tried to lw aware of
children as the point of it all. I have thought of the children
I have watdied in the classrooms of a hundred snburbs, caged
in a treadmill system of superficial education wlwre their survival
against boredom was !managed only by the resilWnce which is
youth's most remarkable possession. I have thought of tin' tread-
mill system in the schools of the of the enormous gulf be-
tween the schools and the children of the urban poor, and ot the
boys and girls I once knew and worked with under the shadow
of Brooklyn Bridge. Chikken in all their indiyidnal diversity
have been on onr minds. More than that, in dozens of dassrotnns
from New York to the Rockies and in try-out !al; Aratory sessit
in Cambridge. children have helped in the empirical developnient
of our materials.

Wu hayc tried to be aware, too, of the practical realities with

whkh junior high school teachers live and work. These teachers
are hard-pressed by their own treadmill of hourly classes. facing
as many as ISO or more children a day, five days a week. They
are burdened by non-teaching monitorial and clerical duties.
'They lead hectic, harried work-lives that leave many of them
eventually overcome by the pervasive resenfinient Friedenberg
writes of. with only a shining few possessed of enotigh energy
and lasting purpose to est ape tlw trap of fatigue and cynicism.
To ask today's juinor high school teachers to renew the social
studies corriculinn on their own. helped a little by over-worked
supervisors and an occasional consultant, is to ask the impossible.
The memory of teaching history and souial studies to twelve-Year-
okl boys and girls in an American public school is still vivid in
my own mind; I can !Tea pture all too easily the travail as well
as the little triumphs of the real thing. The conditions that cook!
make for inventive. sensitive teaching were hard to come by.
Our Present choice has lwen to help teachers by producing the
kinds of -naterials they might like to prepare themselves had
they world enough and time. We have tried to do this with the
full-tinw help of some very fine teachers, working side by side
with university scholars.

7



OCCASIONAL PAPER NO. 4

Such considerations lie behind the choices we have made in
curriculum construction. In addition, we have bn constantly
concerned with the need to deal with what is known about in-
tdlect, learning, and teaching as we develop and test new cur-
riculum models. Before turning to a discussion of the organizing
ideas, substantive content, and curriculum materials of our junior
high school sequence, it may be useful to review some of the
concepts of intellect and education upon which our work is hased.

Intellect, Discovery, and Structure

Bruner and others are moving towards a new view of the
relationship between intellect and the process of education. In
this connection, the development of a unified theory of human
intelhct whidi organizes intellectual abilities into a single system
has been ()whiled persuasively by Guilford) By factor analysis,
components of intelligence have been distinguished as unique
abilities needed to do well in certain kinds of tasks or tests. The
factors themselves may be grouped into three classes: op( rations,
contents, and prodncts. Guilford suggests that "the three faces
of intellect" can be represented by a threi,-diMensi(mal
with each dinwnsiim showing one of the mixles of variation of
the factors. Each cdl in his model calls fOr a particular kind of
intellectual ability that can ln described in terms of operation,
content, and product, because each cell is at the intersection of
a nnique combination of these three classes. Thus, "originality"
in producing original, clever, or outhindish new hirimilutions from
given semantic content, is an examph, iii the intersection of an
operations factor (divergent thinking), a contents factor se-
mantic content ), and a prodnets factor (transformation).

Several rdevant points arise ont of Guilford's view of the
structure of intellect. These bear rather directly on the process
of education and the development of curricann loodc.1s.

One point has to do with the multi-dlinensitmal character
of intelligence. Over 50 intelligence factors are known already.
and Guilford's theoretical mndel predicts as inany as 120 distinct
abilities, if each cell of the model contains a factor. Guilford
feels,-that more than 120 factors of intdkct will ultimately show
up in testing and ana1ysis. To know an individual's intellectual

Stiperinr till11161% indicate iefelences, to be found in, page (it)
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MAN AND POLITICS

resources will require a surprisingly large number of scores. Sinue
high variation and complexity within individual resonirces of
intelleet are increasingly evident, limitcd-option curriculum ma-
terials and single text books lieconle as indefensible as uni-
dimensional -intelligence scores" !r-e in sorting ellildren into
sheep and pmts.

A second point of imulaniontal importance to) educational
planning untlerlincs nmch of what Bruner has told us. Gtoilford
puts it this way:

. t. might well undergo) transformations ith respect
to) our conception of the lcanwr aud of the process of
learning. l'iltler the prevailing concoption, the learner is
a kind of stimilhis-response device. much on the order of a
vending machine. Yon put it) a coin. and something
Mit. The machine leanis m hat reaction to po, out %Olen a
ceitaio eon) is pia in. if, instead. w think of the learner

an agent for dealing \cid) information, tuber,. info, inn-
lion iv urn/ broadly, ss.t. have something more
analogous to an electronic compiler. \\*c food a uoiliputer
information), it stores that information: it uses that informa-
nom for generating 11cNv information. either by av
divergent or convergent thinking: and it evaluates its own
rcsidts. Advaotages that a human learner has 4)\ cc a
conlimter include the step tit seeking and disco\ ering liocc
information from sources outside itself and the step of
programming itself. . . At ail% rate. this ,,.'omeoption
the learner lea(1s us to) the idea that leautlitiL,, is (la', .,1 en/
of inforniation, not ltivrils. the formation of associations.
particidarly associations in the form of stilindols-responsc
connections. I ;nil asvare of the fact that Inv proposal is
rank heresy. Iiiit if we art. to) make significant plogress
ill our understanding of the so-called higher mental pro
cesses of thinking. problem-solving. and creative thinking,
sonic drastic' modifications are dile in our theory

The idea that education is a matter of training the mind
or of 'sairling the intellect has been rather unpopular. .

[The] emphasis has been 11p1111 the learning of' rather spe.
cihe habits or shills. If \Ye take our cue from factor thcory.
Inicever, \se recogni/e that most learning probably has
both specific ;old general aspects or components. . The
bust posit ion for educators. to take is that possibly et ery

fuutor crill In ilet -loped ill itulit-i(Ituils at le(ist
to some r.vicist by !raining.:

9



OCCASIONAL PAPER NO. 4

Bruper deals beautifully with the rdationship between in-
tellect andit'arning-as-discovcry in his set of essays On Knowing.
Ile comments that in the various new curricuhun projects under-
taken in America during recent years, "one encounters repeatedly
an expression of faith in the piwerful effects that come from
permitting the student to put things tngethei for hii self. to be
his own discoverer." ;1 Bruner hypothesizes that learning throngh
discovery inay indeed confer benefits which justify the faith of
the new curriculum bnilders. These presumptive lwnefits are
summarized by Bruner thus:

1. Arm increase in intellectual potency
Emphasis distm'ory UI learning has precisely the effect
on the learner of leading him to be a constructionist. tom
nrganiie what lie is eiwnnntering in a mannr not only
designed tu discover regularity awl relatedness, but also)
tu avoid the kind of information drift that fails to keep
aecninit ()I the uses to which information might have to
h pit. E11111ha515 (mn discovery. indeed. helps the child
t learn the varieties of problem snlying, of transforming
informatimm for IH.tter use, helps him to learn how tn go
ab(mut the Very task cif learning.'

2. A shift fnmin extrinsic to rewards
The hypotilesis I (writes lininerl would propose here is
that to time degree that one is able tn approach Iranming
as a task of discovering something rather than "learning
abnit- it. tn that degree there will lw a tendency for the
child to wnrk with the autonomy nt self-reward or, more
prnperk, la rewarded by discovery itself, . . Time Child
Conics to manipulate his envirunment more actively and
achieves his gratificatimi from cnping with problems. As
he finds svinlinlic modes of representing and transfornnng
the environment, there is an accompanying decline in the
importance of stimulus-respnnse-reward sequences:

3. Learning the heuristics of discorcring
It is my hminch that it is only thrnugh the exercise of
prohkm solving and the t.ffort of discovery that one learns
the working henristics omf discnvery, the more one has
practice. the Inure likely (me is to generalize what one
has learned into a style of problem solving or inquiry that
serves for any kind of task encnuntered, . . 1 think the
matter is selbevident. but what is unekar is the kinds of
traalig and teaching that prokhice the host effects. .

1.0
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MAN AND POLITICS

Practice in inquiry, in trying to figure out things for oneself
is indeed what is needeslbut in what form? Of only one
thing am I convinced: I have never seen anybody improve
in the art and technique of inquiry by any means other
than engaging in inquiry."

4. Aid to conserving memory
IThe] . . . principal problem of human memory is riot
storage but retrieval. . , . The key to retrieval is organi-
zation or, in even simpler terms, knowing where to find
information that has been put into memary. . . . One can
cite a myriad of findings to indicate that any organization
of information that reduces the aggiegate complexity of
material by imbedding it into a cognitive process a person
has constructed for himself will make that material more
accessible for retrieval. . . . Thns, the very attitudes and
activities that characteriw figuring out or discovering
tliings for oneself also seem to have the effect of conserving
iminory.7

Bonwr distinguishes two kinds of teaching: "that which takes
place in the expository mode and that in the hypothPtical mode." '-
In the former, the teacher is largely an expositor or teller while
the student is a listener or passive recipient. In the hypothetical
mode. the relationship of teacher with student is much 1110111'
reciprocal and cooperative. The student is not a passive listener.
but engages with the teacher in the process of acquiring informa-
tion. formulating hypotheses abont it, and evaluating informatim
and statements. This contrast of modes involves the risk of over-
simplifkation. but, granted a general difference between them,
it is "the hypothetical mode which characteriz.es the teaching
that encinirages discovery."

All that I have reviewed in this section leads to a fundamental
question. If we assimie that intellect is linilti-dimensimial and
capable of enormously variable operation-content-product 0)10-
binations. that every intellectual factor can be developed by
learning, that learning in the most beneficial sense is discovery,
and that learning by discovery is most encouraged by the hypo-
thetical niode of teaching, where then are we led in curriculum
construction? What is a defensible way of proceeding in making
new sodal tit tidies curriculum illudds for to be specific chil-
dren who are twelve to fourteen years Old?

I think no one has inure than hunch or bias tn go h at this
stage of the game. Some, like I holt, apprehend the problem w ith

0
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a naivet6 which would he charming if it were iess angry and
shallow. His construction is that we have just two alternatives.

The first alternative, as Holt secs it, is to go at curriculum
the way schools presumably do now, with these ideas:

1.) Of the vast body of human knowledge, there are
certain bits and pieces that can be called essential, that
everyone shouh know; 2.) thy extent to which a person
can he eonsidered educated, quahfied to live intelligently
in today's world and be a Lsefol nwmber of society, de-
pends on the moonlit of this essential knowledge that he
carries about with hine 3.) it is the duty of the schools,
therefore, to get as much of this essential knowledge as
jiossible into the minds of children. Thus we find ourselves
trying to poke certain facts, recipes, and ideas down the
golkts of every diild in sdiool. . . .10

Repelled by this alternative, llolt sees only one other way to
move. This is in die direction of the anti- or non-curriculum,
where the affairs of learning, the choices of what to learn, when
and how, %%Amid be wholly onstructnred by adolts and kit to
children altogether to determine. Frion preniises about intellect.
learning, and discovery not unlike those I have reviewed, Holt
concludes that adult-conceived -curriculum" (which he imagines
could have only the form and meaning established in his first
alternative) shrodd be thrown out altogether:

(We must ) weep this 11011%411st' ollt of the way ( he
writes ) . . . We cannot have real learning in school if we
think it is our duty and liur right to tell children what
they must learn. We cannot know, at any TII0Int'llt, what
particular bit of knowledge or umlerstanding a dilll needs
most, will most strengthen and best fit his model of reality.
Only he can do this. ife may not do it very well, but he
can do it a hundred tMies better than we can, The most
we can do is try to help. lw letting him know roughly
what is available and where he can look for it, Choosing
what he wants to learn and what he does is not something
he must do for himself,"

The method of discovery certainly rides out the first alternative
Hoh sketches. And the eoncept of structure in the process of
edocation rejects the idea of an anti-curriculum, in which the
child is all. Modern corricuhon building cannot intelligently
take either the "stuff their gullets.' route or the route of romantic
anarchy.

12 1



MAN AND POLITICS

We are concerned, as Guilford suggests we should be, with
learning and transfer of a general order as well as with the
learning and transfer of specific habits and skills. General or
nonspecific transfer means the transfer of principles and attitudes:

In essence, it consists of learning initially not a skill but
a general idea, which can then be used as a basis for rec-
ognizing subsequent problems as special cases of the idea
originally mastered: This type of transfer is at the heart
of the educational process the continual broadening and
deepening of knowledge in terms of basic and general

Our position with regard to curriculmn development in junior
high school social studies is that as adults:

1. We have a responsibility to gear our curriculum and
pedagogy to fundamental ideas of the social studies. This implies
that we nuist with all the wise counsel we caa get decide
what fundamental ideas coostitute the stnicture of what we
propose to teach,

2. We must develop teaching materials in which these ideas
are given a central role.

3. We must design materials not only to enable students to
grasp and wrestle with fundamental ideas, but to give them
exciting experience in inquiry and discovery which will develop
their capacities and appetite for further learning.

In following sections, I suggest the directions in which we
have moved from this position as a base. We have 1.stablislwd
a framework of ideas 1.4 a three-year sequence in social studies
for twelve to fourteen-year old children. Within this framework,
we have thought of certain ideas as being central for each of
the three course-years. For the first and third years, we are
developing prototype units of instruction built around materials
designed to maximize student opportunity for namipulation,
analysis and generalization about data. In the middle year of
the three roughly the eighth grade have gone the farthest
in establishing a structure of ideas and a series of units of ma-
terial through which the act of discovery may be exercised.

We are attempting, then not to set up a curriculum of "es-
sential information- with wbich the gullets of children must be
stuffed. Nor arc. we abdicating the adult role and leaving it to

13
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children to construct their own education alone. Instead, we are
trying to relate the study of man and society to the experience
of discovery on the part of children, and in doing so engage and
enlarge as many factors of intellect as we can.

Generalization, Valuing, and the Idea of Causality

In the broad context of social studies as an integration of
history and social science, three of the principal ends curricukim
should serve have to do with generalization, valuing, and the
idea of causality.

We are all chronic generalizers, of necessity. Generalizing
is one of our most fundamental ways of coping with the immense
variety of experience. It is a commonplace that our perception
of present physical and social phenomena tends to be shaped
or stereotyped by what we have seen or understood in the past.
Much of what we see in the new is the memory of an earlier
perception, functioning for us as a generalization. Not infre-
quently, such generalizations function with a significant load of
error, since the new phenomenon may not really be congruent
with a stereotyped perception it is supposed to fit. What Potter
ealls "latent generalizations" are likely to pervade and underlie,
most often unconsciously, our explicit statements about data,
experience, and ideas." Given that generalization is inescapable
and necessary, and that it can all too easily be dysfunctional,
it is part of the business of education to help people generalize
well. Education should lead into the habit of pulling latent
generalizations our own and those .of others out into the
light of day. In the case of our own curriculum, we think our
materials should give children experience in making generalizz-
lions that are, as far as possible, rational, explicit, and defensible.
Part of our task is to teach children to generalize intelligently
and not to operate on -unrecognized. half-hidden assumptions
which remain unordered and chaotii. 14

A special case of the act of generalization is that of valuing.
The need to judge, if not iii our bones, is certainly in the lives
we lead. Further, to try to exclude the act of valuing from the
act of knowing in the study of society is an empty quest. What
Carr points out for historians could be said with equal relew,nee

14
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for social scientists, who frequently proceed as though the value
problem did not exist:

When we seek to know the facts, the questions which we
ask, and therefore the answers which we obtain, are
prompted by our system of values. Our. picture of the facts
of our environment is moulded by our values, i.e., by the
categories through which we approach the facts; and this
picture is one of the important facts which we have to
take into account. Values enter into our facts and are
an essential part of them. Our values are an essential
part of our equipment as human beings.15

Truth straddles the world of fact and the world of value; tpe
search for truth ineludibly involves us in questions of valuolas
well as fact. Using Potter's nomenclature, we can say that a
major problem of social knowledge in this connection is unaware-
ness of the latent values that affects one's search. In the ESI
Social Studies Program, we are trying to build our curriculum
models so that children can consciously encounter the fact of
valuing as well as the value of fact, and wrestle with the dilemmas
and ambiguities these interlocked realities expose one to.

Finally, we have a basic concern for introducing children to
an awareness and grasp of the idea of causality and some
measure of its complexity. With Carr, we take it that "the study
of history is a study of causes," and that "the historian deals in
a multiplicity of causes." 1" While the student of society must
work through the multiplication of causes, he is equally engaged
in working through their simplification in order to get at regu-
larities and generalizations. Unhappily, except for soch con-
tributions as those of Carr, Potter, and J. H. Hexter,'7 one does
not find as much acknowledgenwnt of all this among historians
as one would expect. Potter's criticism of historians in the United
States is sev ere:

The literature of their method and the procedures of their
training give so little attention to the systematic analysis
of such relationships ( between separate items of data in-
volving effects) that a majority of those trained in history
have never confronted the general question of the nature
of causation. .

Historians often appear to feel they are confiMng themselves
to facts," and not engaging in interpretation: "A prudent man
might avoid needless exposure to criticism if he would refrain

15
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from speakin of causes as such." If criticism of this kind
applies to historians, it fits many social scientists infinitely better.
Among them, for the most part, the questicn of causality is dealt
with in such a gingerly fashion that one can hardly find it in the
thickets of multivariate analysis and the "analysis of change
through time." 2°

Without entering into the quarrels of historians about the
appropriateness of trying to deal with causes, and without prob-
ing into the coyness of social researchers on the subject, we place
our money on the need for a social studies curriculum to open
up the idea of causality, its uses and hazards. Everyday life
would be impossible or at best a nightmare out of Kafka if
we could not assume that events have causes and that in principle
the causes may be ascertained. Similarly, the social past would
be only a history of the absurd if we ruled out causality consid-
erations as a way of finding patterns and coherences enough to
make the world comprehensible. We therefore have designed
materials as best as we can to lead children to the question of
Why? and Whither?

Generalization, valuing, and causality thus are major points
of emphasis in what we are proposing for children to study.

Children and the World as Political

The basic orientation we have chosen for a three year junior
high school social studies program is towards political aspects
of man's life. This choice was made for several reasons.

One reason is that we felt it essential, out of all the substantive
options available, to center on a dimension of social experience
which has a commanding significance and which in various ways
touches the lives of every person. Further, studies long have
indicated that, as Charles E. Merriam observed in 1931, political
development is a part of childhood:21 Currently, David Easton
and Robert D. Hess of the University of Chicago are studying
the political attitudes of some twelve thousand children in eight
cities in grades two through eight. The conclusions of their study
are not yet published, hut their work so far confirms Merriam's
statement and adds much that is interesting to consider. For
example, it appears that the influence of the family is more
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limited than had earlier been thought, and that the school
emerges as the most influential agent of political socialization
in the childs life.22

If this is true and in view of the American school's historic
commitment to education for citizenship it seems likely then
what happens in the school's treatment of politics and gover-
nance is crucial. S,..v.eral possibilities and outcomes are evident.

For one thing, classroom instruction may result in a kind of
"copybook civics" and mythic history which leads a child to have
unrealistic perceptions of the citizen's role and the nature of
governance. If we instill in children a utopian view of the citizen
and his gOvernment, we may unwittingly contribute to his later
disillusionment and political alienation. There will be less than
human perfection in the political world he grows up into. Politics
will be a vigorous, earthy, and conflictful part of all government,
public and private, and he bad best know it in realistic terms.
If what he learns in school is only a prettified version of what
politics and governance ought to be, he will be ill-equipped to
deal with what politics and goverhance really are in human life.
To achieve political maturity, he needs to move toward a level
of rational insight and ultimate activism in which he can perceive
the realities of the political structure, can hold political goals
which are operationally possible, a»d share in developing institu-
tions through which these goals may be realized.

Through the school, children can learn to understand an idea
of citizenship which regain's genuine political maturity. Citize»-
ship within the western tradition has been defined with deceptive
simplicity by W. Brogan, the British political scientist:

NN'hat is this idea? It seems to me to have two aspects.
The first possibly the most important, certainly the nwst
novel aspect is the assumption that every citizen has the
right to be consulted on the conduct of the political so-
ciety and the duty of having something to contribute to
the general consultation. The second aspect is the converse
of the fi.st. The citizen who has a right to be consulted
is bound by the results of the consultation. Ills duties
flow from hic rights.23

In understanding Brogan's definition, it is necessary to note that
be uses the term "political society" instead of "government." Iie
recognizes that government, ctmiplex as it is, is only one of many
organized and informal structures of power, infhience, and rela-
tionship in which the citizen finds himself. The individual enters

6
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'into a political society at many levels and in different roles.
It appears to us not only possible hut desirable for the school

to lead children into study of Ow dynamic role of politics in hu-
man existence at many levels. We feel that; a) effectively
functioning citizens in a democratic society netil as sound cog-
nitive maps of political life as they can develop; b) not only
attitu(es, but a person's whole style of political relationships is
influenced in manifold ways by intellectual processes;2 and
c) cognitive maps, attitudes, and fundamental intellectual con-
ceptuahzations about politics are substantially affected by the
sdiool by the end of earlyAdolcscence.

The j-irnitations and Uses of Political Science

Choosing any single field of the social studies as pivotal for
a major block of the curriculum has its limitations as well as
its uses. Let us take a look for a moment at both vith regard
to political science.

There are those who would claim that political science is

neither political nor scientific. The field of study, its scope,
methodology, and style are matters of controversy among the
scholars involved. The internal divisions of political science are
anahigous in a sense to the conflicts and uncertainties of an
adolescent. As a field, political science is not altogether sure
what it is or what it wants to be. Its theoretical structure is
div rsc, at best potentially rich, but lacking in coherent, clear,
accepted definition.

Specialists in traditional descriptive studies of institutions
and governmental forms are mixed in with historical students of
political thought and philosophy; these rub elbows with inno-
vators of public administration procedures, higorians of political
yvents, biographers of political persons, students of international
relations and diplomacy, imd otiwrs. Since Graham Wallas, there
has been a mounting invaskm of the study of politics and gover-
nance by all manner 'of academic outlanders, oriented toward
behavioral, quantitative, psychoanalytical, or other exotic ap-
proaches; speaking a language and using instruments, statistical
procedures, and hypotheses which seem as outrageous as they
are incomprehensible to the more traditional denizens of the

18
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field. What was a simple, happy 1m:2+n half a century ago
now is poached in by political sociologists, social psychologists,
semanticists, survey researchers, students of personality and
character, and others.

The remarkabk diversity of the field, its internal conflicts,
its lack of an agreed-upon coherent theoretical structure, its
ambiguities, and its current growth in many directions, combine
to make it complicated to use for reconstruction of social studies
in the schools.

At the same time, the character of the field of political science
ironically may make it useful] in developing a social studies
curriculum. By definition, we want our social studies curriculum
to shed light on man and society from a variety of points of
view; e.g., from those of history, economics, sociology, geography,
psychology, and anthropology. The fact that modern political
science has some of all these fields, and more, in it may turn out
to be a virtue for sodal studies curriculum purposes. ln an ahnost
embarrassing sense, nothing human is alien to political science.
Through political science, we draw upon a number of disciplines
for materials and ideas useful to a curriculum.

But political science yields certain powerful ideas and ques-
tions of its aim which art. also useful to us in establishing the
major framework of a junior high school social stodics urriculunt.
The next section sugg:sts what we see these to be.

Power and Political Culture

Our central theme for a threeyear junior high school sequence
in the spcial studies, Man As A Political Being, is certainly no
newer than the Politics of Aristotle. The thenw is a not Very
happy shorthand for what our colleagta: Elting Niorison has
re furred to as ". . . one of the most perplexing ambiguities in
human experience . . , posed by the fact that man is both a
private, separate, independent hying and, as Aristotle said. 'a
political animal a member of a connnunity. lie is himself. and
citizen, and these can quiti: different things at different

By definition, cotirse material that pmposes to offer
the study of man as a political animal becomes caught up in the
ambiguities and difficulties Morison suggests. Onr hunch is that
this is all to the good.
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Two fundamental concepts of political science provide the
principal sources from which the questions and organizing con-
siderations of our junior high school social studies curriculum
-1oceed. The first of these is the concept of power, particularly
political power, in human society. The second concept is that
of political culture. Let me treat each of these briefly and suggest
the utility we fee] that they have in giving structure to the social
studies curriculum.

Because one cannot approach the polity for study or action
without encountering relationships of governor and governed,
political scientists have tended to single out power as the feature
of human relationships of deepest interest to them. Not too many
years ago, Hans Morgenthau suggested recognizing power as the
central concept of the theory of politics and using it as the core
of a new collegiate curriculum of political science:

On the one hand, the curriculum must take into account
the fact that its concept ( power) is a general social phe-
nomenon which manifests itself most typically in the
political sphere, but is not limited to it. The phenomenon
of power and the social configurations to which it gives
rise in the political sphere play an important, yet largely
neglected, part in all ..ocial life. A. configuration, such as
the balance of power, for instance, is a general social
phenomenon to he found on levels of social interac-
tion."°

Indeed, it is the pervasiveness of power as a factor in human
relationships that makes it a productive colwept to work with
in the social studies. As Merriam said, It is a creature of habits,
of culture patterns woven deeply into the lives of men. . . ."
Merriam argued against drawing too sharp a line between po-
litical and other forms of power, suggesting that a clearer view
is gained by recognizing similarities between power in one con-
text and in another.

The concept of power has been used in a number of fields
other than political science. It has been the foeus of a consid-
erable historical literature, particularly in recent years. American
historians who have studied power in the colonial, and other
periods include Jack P. Green, William A. Reavis, Bernard Bailyn,
Sigmund Diamond, J. R. Pole, Richard McCormick, John Morton
Blum, and others. In sociology, the work of Floyd Hunter, N. W.
Polsby, and C. Wright Mills suggests how variously and ex-
tensively the concept of power has lwen explored.

20
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The concept has had use even in child study, where Marion
E. Turner's unusual verbatim reports of the conversations of a
group of children four to nine years of age deal in part with
"power factors in children's play." 2M Children in the hierarchies
of our family life and our schools are perceiving, assessing, and
engaging in power relationships constantly. In this sense, there
is probably no social subject matter more available to children
and less used by schools for purposes of study than that cov-
ered by the concept of power.

The concept of power defined in political terms is a tool for
inquiring into and ordering political events and developnwnts.
PolitiL; as power eonsists basically of the relationships of gov-
ernors and the governed. This is not to say that power is one-
sided, Operating only by command from above. As Key once
wrote, the "pc,wer relationship is reciprocal, and the subject may
affect the ruler more profoundly than the ruler affects the sub-
ject.- 2" A working political system consists of a multiplicity ef
power relationships which, taken together, assuMe characteristic
forms. Countless efforts have been made to categorize structures
of power into institutions and types of government. This is

harder to do than it once seemed, because we find that the real
world of power, like social life generally, hardly ever conws in
neat packages. Even though power relationships within all so-
cieties tend to be organized into systems of authority, the roles
and relationships involved no matter how prescriptive are
occupied always by very human beings. Therein lies the drama,
comedy, tragedy, and fascination of politics.

Using power as a central organizing concept for our three-
year junior high school sequence on Man As A Political Being
generates questions with which children can look at a wide range
Of human phenomena, all the way from power relationships in
their own schools to power relationships in the death of the
Roman Republic'. Some of these questions are:

What is power in human society?
Why is power a part of human ociety?
Vt7hat does power rely upon?

Vhat are the values of power?
What are the evils of power ?

hlow du people protect themselves against t'WesSes
of power?
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How does power operate to survive?

What are the conditions under which power .ickens
and dies?

Questions like these underlie the materials in our units of
instruction. Through our materials children will come up against
and need to think hard about the imphcations of power in man's
life as a political being. They will be drawn into conskleiing
structures of power and styleS of authority, as these affect them
and have affected others. They will need to look at the idea
of rok as distinct from person, and at differential roles as bearers
of authority. They will have to ask themselves how power is
legitimized, how it depends on enstimi, how it operates through
institutions. They will need to investigate and consider the sanc-
tions in which authority is clothed. from those of an economic
nature to the extremes of violence and force. They will find
themselves studying the function of attitudes and values in rela-
tion to powt.r and asking how these things are formed and
changed. They can look at the dilemmas of power that center
around the dispersion or centralization of authority, perhaps
considering the proposition that dispersiim of power makes com-
petition among centers of power inevitable. They will have to
examine time troublesome problem of succession to authority, and
will need to look at instances of the overthrow and reconstitution
of authority. Their studies should kad them to test out the part
that dissent and criticism may play within differing systems of
power and how the pnicesses of umsultation and consent may
work or fail in the transactions of political life.

Not least, materials which explore the concept of power
should bring students to confront and examine the political order
within which they live.

The sec-oml idea which informs the intellectual structure of
our three-year jiunor high school sequence is that of politic al
culture: Introduced by Cabriel Almond in a provocative article
in 1956," the concept of political culture recently has been ap-
plied in one of the largest cross-national surveys ever attempteci
in the field of political science."' The idea of power is synthetic
and endowed with a remarkable productivity which makes it
useful for political and social studies. So, too, is the idea of po-
litical culture.

The concept of power, as we havt. Will, is principally con-
cerned with relatiomshim and for our purposes particuhirly those
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relationships found in aspects of political life. Like all really
productive social concepts, power is apt to trouble us both be-
cause it is at once simplistic and, when we seek to apply it,
laden with complexity. Thu same might be said for the eoncept
of political culture.

Political culture is a dimension of general culture. In simplest
terms, it is the way people feel, think, and act about things po-
'itical.

In the language of political science, the notion of political
culture is principally concerned with patterns of psychological
orientation to political action. The political culture of a country
is found in the characteristic distribution of patterns of orienta-
tion towards political Objects anmng the people of the country.
"Mjects" in this usage refers basically to the political system;
roles ( formal offices, informal offices, electorates, etc.) within
it; legislative and administrative bodies; particular political actors,
such as monarchs, legislators, executives; decisions, policies, or
enforcements of a politk.al or governmental nature; and thelike.

When we talk I....re about power in political society we mean
formal and informal systems of power relationships, including
official governini.nt. When we talk about political culture we
mean the patterns of attitude. thonght. and behavior people
exhibit with reference to systems of power relationships. incInd-
ing official gt wernment.

At least three types of political colture may lw identifkd.T2
In over-simplified form, these are:

1. Parochial political culture. A political culture may be
parochial in that ii is amorphous, and that people within it have
little sense of there ht ing a political system. For example, the
political culture of a tiibal society might be considered parochial.
In it there are no specialized political roles. The headman, chief.
or shaman occupy diffuse religions-econonnc-political roles. MC111-
lwrs of snch a societN, do not separate their polit ical orientations
to these roles from their religious and social orientations. Nor do
they see themselves as active participants in a political system.

2. Subject political culture. In this type of political cohore
people are conscious of themselves as subjects of a political sys-
tem, subject to a system of power in hieh they have little if any
active pariicipation. The subject is aware of governmental au-
thority and specialized political roles within government. I le
may like the political system and even he proudly patriotic in
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his feelings and actions towards it. He may, on the other hand,
dislike it and simply endure it. He may think of the political
system as legitimate or not. But essentially his stance is that of
being affected by the power system, of being passively related
and "subject" to it.

3. The Participant Political Culture. In a participant politi-
cal culture people tend to be aware of the political system, have
explicit attitudes and thoughts about it, and have an activist view
of themselves in relation to it. They may have favorable or un-
favorable orientations to the system of power relationships. They
may vary through time in their activism, and individuals may
vary in the degree, direction, and quality of their participation.
But the culture is one in which people characteristically feel,
think, and act as though political processes exist to be shared in.

Such an oversimplification of the'typology of political cultures
may leave any number of misconceptions in its trail. Let me
specify a few cautions things not to conclude from this typing
of political cultures:

I. One kind of political culture does not simply replace
another when historical change occurs. Instead, when a political
culture changes over time it is likely to retain fea:ores of its
earlier character. But it is not likely to leave these "earlier"
features theinselves wholly unchanged.

2. This three-fold typology ( parochial, subject, participant)
does not imply that each political culture is pure to its particular
type or homogeneous. A characteristically participant "civic" cul-
ture, like that in the United States, will at the same time include
both "subject" and "parochial" elements in it. The typology re-
fers only to the predominant character of a given political culture.

3. The typology should not suggest that political cultures
can in fact be described in static terms, as though they were im-
mune from development or decay.

Change in political cultures and political systems does, of
course, occur. Why change takes place, how it does, and with
what consequences, are questions at the frontier of social science
and historical study. Such questions are at the heart of our junior
high school social studies curriculum, too.

Let me suggest one of the ways that relating the concepts of
power ( as political system ) and political culture may help in de-
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vdoping materials for the study of such questions. In our unit
materials, as will be seen in their descriptitm, the underlying con-
ceptual structure frequently invites a relating Of data about
power and data about political culture. A political culture may
or may not ht. congruent with a specific political system of power.
For example, participant political culture is more likely to be
congruent with it democratic political system than with a central-
ized authoritarian political system. Congruence, in the sense used
here, means that the way people feel, think, ancl act ( their polit-
ical cultore ) is aecurate and favorable with regard to the reali-
ties of the political system. Wlwre congruence of this kind does
not exist, one can ask what lwaring this condition may have on
change, or the prospect of change. If a more diaracteristkally
participant political culture is enwri:ing in a society whose polit-
kid power system is centralized and authoritarian, what kinds
of change arc likely to occur, and why? In several imtances, our
unit materials arise out of periods of man's experience when polit-
ical culture was sharply out of phase with the political power
system. Students have opportunities to study why and how polit-
ical culture changes, how political systems operate, how political
cultures and political systems interact, and what happens as they
do.

The concept of political cohort. like that of power has a
unique capacity for generating questions and hypotheses for in-
quiry, and for serving as an analytical tool. To the degree that
our currkoluin materials arc informed by the concept of political
culture, they should raise questions 'ike these, without the en-
cunthram.e of social science jargon:

Why ( e.g., in terms of place, time, economic develop-
ment etc.) are there different kinds of political cul-
ture?

Ilow does the general culture or total way of lift. of a
people affect the special patterns of behavior we call
political culture? In turn, how does politieal culture
affect the general culture?

What relationships are there and why between
political culture and technology?

What part does language ( including all relevant forms
of symbolic communication) play in political culture?

How does this vary in place and time, and why?
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How do children learn a political culture?

What kind of political culture do we Americans live
in, how did we come to it, and what it tnay be in
the future?

The elementary curriculum sequence discussed by Bruner in
Man: A Course of Study (Occasional Paper No. 3) takes children
into the study of technology, language, social organization, child
rearing, and cosmology as ways men have of becoming and being
human. Among other circmnstances of the human condition, man
is indeed a political animal, and the political dimension of his
humanness can be gotten at by eoncepts and questims that have
a good deal in commoif.With what Bruner proposes for the ele-
mentary eurriculmn. Certainly political culture and social organi-
zation are directly related to each other. Nothing is closer to the
heart of the political process in which power and political culture
play a part than symbolic communication. The inter-relationships
between political culture and level of technology could hardly be
closer. And the learning of a political culture is a significant.
special instance of the powerful part that child rearing and edu-
cation play in shaping the humanity of man.

Whatever time eventual imtconw in actual curriculumn materi-
als, we have set up the general framework for a three year junior
high school sequenve in the social studies anmnd two theoretical
concepts which are in current use by many scholars in history
and the social sciences. The concepts of power and political cul-
ture, us we have seen, are in some measure special to the field of
political science but in many ways available to and osed by other
fields. These concepts and subsidiary notimis lend a degree of
intellectual strocture to oor version of a jimMor high school social
studies curriculum and at the same time allow for consideration
of value questions which are implicit iii the concepts themselves.
I have been moved to trust in this direction in part by Robert C.
Hanvey, who observed several years ago that:

Backwardness of the social studies , lies in failure to
employ modern conceptual and theoretical tools of the
SOCial Sl'irneCS. . Tht' social stndies ( and I have been
talking mostly of the history curriculum that, (he facto, is
the social studies) lags in its intellectual technology not
only behind soda! scientists but even lwhind educated
laymen. Words like "culture" and "values" and "person-
ality" are in the public domain. But they are not in the
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public schools. And although, as with DNA, RNA, and
protein, mit UTC, personality, and role may serve as "a sig-
nificant sequence," the latter set is simply invisible to the
high school history student. Being invisible, it is unavail-
able as an explanatory tool to be applied to the otherwiv
inexplicable. A genuine renaissance w;11 occur in the social
studies when modern conceptualizations come into use . .

an enriched perception is inherent in the use Of new con-
cepts and if they are wisely etiosen, new vistas will open
up. Explanation of individual and group behavior will Ho
longer he superficial and final, hut rich, open, and growing

something not to ht. retained but to be attempted. Stu-
dents and teachers alike can he exhilarated by the mastery,
not of facts, hut of ctmceptual tools that bring new nwan-
ing to fact.""

Gcneral Nature of the Framework

We see the ideas I have sketched here as providing some of
the intellectual structure and conceptual tools for our three-year
junior high sdniol sequence in the social studies. To clarify what
this means in fact, several things need to be said abow he general
framework of the sequence.

One is that Man As A Political Being is not a set if conrse's
designed for graduate study. While I have used abstri, iims and
technical terms in sugge.iting the conceptual structure we have
in mind, the reader should not aslino that our actual emirs('
materials are preoccupied with abstractions and tecimkal terms.
Our materials are cmicerm.d with data through which children
may work, gaining experience in concept development in their
own terms but not swamped by technical jargon.

A second thing to make clear is that the framework of our
three-year junior high school sequence is in fact deliberately flexi-
ble and open. The models of cwitent and imstruetion we are de-
veloping are only a few anwng many alternatives open to teachers
and other currieulum-builders, To 115, it is not the specific con-
tent that is precious and spc:ial. Instead, the important things
are the ideas, skills, and value's that children learn: these can be
karned through many kinds of content. The general framework
we set up could assimilate to it many other nuxlels of content and
instruction. Indeed, we hope that this will occur.
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A third thing to make clear is that any one of these courses,
and units within them, are capable of being taught separately.
Our framework may look at first glance as though it were in-
tended to be rigid and tightly articulated. It is not. We have felt
an obligation to provide a generally coherent sequence, but we
have felt an equal obligation to coPstruet our courses and units
so that others could use them in ways ditierent from our own .

sense of order. Thus, the st cond course of our three-year se-
quence, From Subject to Citizen, van very well be taught quite
separately from the courses which precede and follow it. Simi-
larly, specific units within From Subject to Citizen can be, and
have been, taught independently of other units in the course.

Fourth, each course involves some straightforward introduc-
titm to conceptual tools as such. This is not in conflict with what
I have said about ow avoidance of abstractions and technical
jargon. We think that some conceptual tools -wed to he intro-
duced to and used by the children with whom we are working.
Wt do not intend to present theoretical courses about power.
role, status. culture, etc. But we believe tha; at appropriate points
in each course and at appropriate levels of sophistication, chil-
dren can be given a direct introduction to the meaning and utility
of some of these concepts. We also believe that, in addition to

la:ge amount of indirect learning of methodology of inquiry
hich is built into Our materials, our courses must include some

simple but straightforward exposure to methods of historiogra-
phy, rules of evidence, analytical discussion, map reading, and
the like.

Fifth, in our eves and in humble fact, the whole three-year
sequence is provisional. A good part of it is still in the planning
and drafting stage. On the other hand, a number of parts have
been fully constructed sometimes in several versions and re-
sponsibly tested in small and large groups. One whole course is
movWg toward complethm, with large scale production and trial
of parts of it fully scheduled.

By way of summary to this point, the general nature of the
framework has a central organizing theme, Man As A Political
Being, for three courses roughly parallel to grades seven, eight,
and nine. The theme reflects the concepts I have outlined and
provides a focusing principle essentially on political ideas, ac-
tions, and values for the selection and treatment of cuniculum
materials in all three courses. The focus provided by this prin-
ciple, as we will see, is not narrow; with it we can scan a wide
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range, since political man is many things. The theme and its
subordinate curriculum components are chosen because of what
we know of the political socialization process in individual de-
velopment. From a free society's point of view, it is important
for the child in early adolescence to have as much opportunity
as possible to develop his ability to think about public affairs
and politics and to examine meaning and value in history and
government. We chose this focus, too, because it appears on
the basis of observation and experiment to excite the interest
and engage the energies of children. It does this if the materials
are honest, and the oporttmities for handling them demonstrate
what Bruner calls courtesy in our approach to children: that we
view children as capable of handling honest materials and wres-
tling responsibly with real questions and ideas.

The focusing principle provides a useful basis for discriminat-
ing within the infinite range of historical and social science
material from which curriculum-builders must choose. It gives
us a rationale for the courses of the sequence, a major criterion for
the selection of matters for study in depth within courses, and an
akernative to relying upon chronological or topical history as a
principal vehicle.

In the materials I will describe, the reader will find consider-
able reference to the studies-in-depth, or "units of instruction"
with which we are converned. These units are our main building
blocks. Each has several parts; each has several versions of diffi-
culty; each could occupy six or so weeks of classroom tinw; and
yet each, we hope, is flexible, that is, capable of being taught
separately from the course context we suggest and capable of
being abridged or changed around hy individual teikchers and
students. Each offers many options.

With this said, let us move to a brief description of the first
course in our sequence and an examination of prototype unit ma-
terials from it. Subsequent sections will discuss the other two
courses and so ne of their features.

Inventing the Western World

In making an initial experimental design far a first course in
the junior high school sequence approximately at the seventh
grade level we have chosen as our field of action a single major
theatre of man's experience over a very long span of historical
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time. The theatre is the Western World. The time span is from
something like the beginning of the fifth century B.C. when
Pindar wrote of Athens having "built the bright foundation of
liberty" until 1600 A.D.

Our simplifications may make strong scholars weep, or smile,
at our innocence. Let us look at our assumptions in any case.
One is that, looking back from here, we can regard Western
World" in its complex totality as a singuhir -invention" of enor-
mous consequence for all of humanity. This is not a kind of mag-
nified ethnoeentrisni. It is simply a recognition that an exceed-
ingly powerful even if cmflict-ridden stemmed
out of the Eastern Mediterrane:m and ancient Near East. Over
time, it absorbed innumerabk significant contributions from file
East and from the tribal peoples of Europe, and became the most
dynamic system in the world. I3y 1600, the West was a force in
Asia. the Americas, and Africa; as Kenneth Branding puts it, by
then the NVest had taken command of world history.

We assume that the West, regardless of the ideological guise
in which it may present itself, reveals two extraordinary general
characteristics. These persist strongly even where. as in modern
China, deep westernization exists while the -official" West is re-
jected. 'Mese two characteristics are that the West is profoundly
revolutionary and that it is centrifugal in its effect. It is as though
the West were a Typhoid Mary who was not really immune from
the fever herself. Everywhere the \Vest has laid its hand cons-
ciously or unconsciously the contagion of change has been con-
tracted, and the world there is never again the saint.. The West
has assimilated and generated at first slowly and then with in-
cessant acceleration the elements of a total system of revolu-
tionary influence which changes the world through science and
technology, ideology and religion, economic operations and many
other means. The system penetrates, destroys, rebnikls. and
changes. How and why it has done so art' matters well worth
study. For our purpost's, it is important to -,..cognize that the
central political effect of the West in modern times has heen to
set the stage for dennuuls by men for a downward, wider sharing
of the values ( e.g., in Lasswell's terms: power, wealth, deference,
well-being, education, rectitude, affection, and skill ) which civili-
zation makes available.

As, the reader win see, the course described in the next sec-
tion (From Subject to Citizen) leads children to study a specifk
instance of the revolutionary and centrifugal tendencies of the
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VVest, involving successful demands for a sharing of values. In-
venting the Western World introduces children to thinking about
the West, and aims to prepare them for the specific study of
power and political culture with which Subject to Citizen is
concerned. Inventing the Western 1Vorld, as we presently con-
ceive it, presents a variety of case studies related to power and
political culture which takes children into an initial examination
of man as a political animal. In addition, the course opens up
questions about the general cultural ecology within which west-
ern man is a political actor.

For example, one unit of instruction is projected to raise ques-
tions about political socialization by comparing cultural differ-
ences between child-rearing in Periclean Athens and child-rearing
in classical Sparta. Another, the prototype unit of this course,
deals with the sickening of power, the struggle for new power,
and the transformation of a political culture. It does so by focus-
ing on the death of the Roman Republic in the first century B.C.
The interrelationships of technological change and other condi-
tions of man's existence, including that of master and man, will
be examined in another study which I like to call the Horse
Collar I. While we may deal with other significant technolog-
ical changes such as the development of the water mill and the
windmill in later Roman to early nwdieval times, the introduc-
tion of paper making techniques from Islam to Europe in the
early twelfth century, or the developnwnt of the sternpost rudder
and the three-masted sailing rig in the late middle ages, the horse
collar has special attractions.

Almost incredibly, the collar harness for horses was not used
by Romans. Instead, they harnessed horses with a neck rope in
approximately the form of a noose. Horses pulled their draft
under more than a little handicap: the harder they pulled the
nearer they came to choking. Horses, who are notoriously intelli-
gent, declined to pull with their full strength.

Perhaps threugh interaction with the East, the horse collar
appeared in Europe in the ninth century; by the twelfth century
the padded collar had reached full development. This seemingly
simple technological device made it possible for a horse to pull
by drawing against his shoulders and chest, to exert much greater
strength, and to avoid choking. A happy arrangement all around,
the net result was greatly increased efficiency in the use of animal
powei. Some have argued that the introduction of the horse
collar eventually led to the extinction of slavery, at least in its
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worst forms. The horse with a collar constituted an efficient
source of animal power with which the use of slaves could not
compete. In any case, use of the horse collar helped to improve
agriculture in Europe during the ninth through the eleventh ceo-
turies. What a horse so harnessed could plow during a day
helped give a new pattern to the yield that ,:ould be expected
from agriculture. Improved agriculture resulting from this device
and other changes produced an economic base from which new
ventures in architecture and art, in trade and travel, in war and
missionary work could occur. At the same time, rigid political
and social arrangements of the feudal order tended to block
further technological advance in agriculture in the medieval pe-
riod. Not until that order broke up in the age of renaissance,
reformation, and discovery, did further innovation in agricultural
technology come. In all of this, including the interactions among
the elements I have noted, there is much material for study rele-
vant to our purpose.

At this stage of the design of Inventing the Western World,
a munber of possibilities for model units are in our minds. Per-
haps it will be useful to mention at least two more of these. One
has to do with the study of 2the function of symbols in political
culture and in the manipulation of power. Instances of this func-
tion in the long period under consideration are virtually infinite
in number. A unit, for example, may be built from records of
the First Crusade. For the two centuries of the crusades, the
Cross itself served as a politico-military emblem as well as a reli-
gious symbol. It represented the revolutionary and centrifugal
impulses of the West. From the standpoint of political studies,
the whole of the First Crusade offers rich fare, with many side
opportunities to investigate the development of the technology
of war, the importance of trading potential, and things that the
West learned from the East.

Rather beautifully from our point of need, the First Crusade
falls into two parts. The first is what might be considered the
crusade of the people, preached in 1096 with fiery zeal by wander-
ing preachers like Peter the Hermit and Walter the Penniless.
Thousands of the poor in Europe were persuaded by such preach-
ing to undertake what proved for them to be the tragically hope-
less venture of freeing the Holyland from Islam. Only two divi-
sions of pauperes out of five reached Constantinople from as far
away as France. Fly the end of October, 1096, these survivors
had crossed the Bosporus only to be annihilated by the Seljuk
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Turks. All that was left of the people's crdsade by the spring of
1097 was a heap of whitening bones. The other part of the First
Crusade might he called the crusade of the princes. Here the
story is altogether different, focusing around three glittering
French princes, Bohemund, Baldwin, and Raymund. With theM,
the venture had much of the political as well as the military
about it. The competing political motives of these three princes,
the ways in which they maneuvered against each other, the in-
struments of power they used, all combine to make the crusade
of the princes a fruitful object of study. An incident at the siege
at Antioch, involving the power of a symbol, may suggest this.

The crusaders besieged Antioch from October 21, 1097 to
June 3, 1098. As soon as the besieging crusaders took Antioch
th I, found themselves in turn besieged by a relief army of Turks.
For twenty-five days, the exhausted crusaders were under con-
tinually mounting pressure and attack. Under this strain, reports
of religious visions and phenomena began to circulate among the
besieged crusaders. Raymund was particularly religious, and it
was in his force of Provencals that "spiritualistic" occurrences
appeared. These phenomena came to a climax with th .? supposed
discovery of the Holy Lance, which had pierced the side of Jesus
on the Cross. Word of this supposed discovery ran through the
whole army like fire. Under the stimulus of this news, excitement
came to a high pitch, morale rose, and the crusaders were able
to meet and defeat the besiegers on an open field before Antioch.
The discovery of the lance, and the immediate victory over the
besiegers which it led to, put Raymund in a position of new im-
portance and he struggled with Bohemund for possession of
Antioch. The lance which had served to unite Provençal and
Norman crusaders suddenly became a symbol of their disunity
and struggle for power. The whole vision of the lance was
brought into question by the Normans, and Peter Bartholomew,
to whom the vision had first appeared, was subjected to ordeal
by fire. Church officials before long discounted the authenticity
of the vision of the lance, but for a short period it had functioned
as a powerful unifying and dividing symbol, linked tightly to
achieving social cohesion against a common enemy and then
caught up in Raymund's competition for power and political ad
vantage. In both the crusade of the people and the crusade of
the princes opportunities for comparison and contrast of power
relutionships and political culture abound.

The design of Inventing the Western World and of the units
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which I have touched upon here is still most tentative. As we
proceed with the junior high school project, it is certain that other
directions and possibilities will be explored for this course.

Even so, we have a prototype unit for this course in an ad-
vanced stage of development. This is a unit on The Death of
the Roman Republic. A brief review of the status of this unit
may illuminate how we are going about the preparation of model
materials for Inventing the Western World.

The Roman Republic Unit has gone through some significant
sea-changes as it has been worked on during the past two years.
It may well go through some more before it is widely used.

In the beginning, during the summer of 1983, it was conceived
as a relatively simple exercise, which we called the Caesar Unit
for convenience. Its nominal sobject was a dramatic political
event of the classical world: the desperate gamble which Julius
Caesar made at the beginning of 49 B.C. for supreme control of
the Roman state. In January of that year, starting with only one
lq,ion, Caesar made a fateful decision to leave his jurisdiction in
Cisalpine Caul and move swiftly down into Italy to cut off his
rival, Pompey, and assume complete power in the Roman Repub-
lic. The government of the Republic was corrupt and chaotic.
The practical question was whether the future of the Roman state
would lie in the hands of Caesar or Pompey. Both men decided
the question in their own favor, hut Caesar made his decision
stick. In these narrow terms, the first form of the unit focused
on the first three months of 49 B.C., and on Caesar's audacity as
a political and military actor.

The event was described at some distance in a number of
ancient sources: Plutarch, Suetonius, Lucan, Appian, and Dio.
NVe drew selections carefully from some of these sources for
use as data in the unit. Infinitely more important, the event was
described at the time from two completely divergent political
points of view by two of the principals in the great struggle over
tile Roman state: Caesar himself, and Cicero, Pompey's advocate

scholar, litterateur, and sensitive, indecisive man of peace.
Caesar's Civil War and Cicero's Letters give contrasting reports
of the same series of events, seen from quite different perspec-
tives. We drew parallel brief selections from Caesar and Cicero
as the heart of the unit's data and, on field testing, found them
manageable by seventh grade students who were reading at
their normal grade level.

In addition to these documentary data, the early version
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included other simple tools. One was a modem auto map of
Italy (Esso Italia); with this, each student could easily trace
Caesar's swift march down the eastern coast of Italy to Brindisi
and then to Burnt'. Another kind of simple but helpful aid was.
afforded by classroom sets of United States Army topographic
maps of Italy. These are relatively small, very light, sectional
relief maps pressed out of plastic material. An important set of
materials for the unit in its earlier form was a wries of color
slides made from pictures taken for us by a Life Magazirw
photographer. These were riot vioployed simply for pictorial
ornamentation, but as part of the problem-solving exercises in
which the unit engaged students. For example, at the beginning
of the unit, slides, documents, and maps were used to examine
Caesar's decision to break out of his jurisdiction in Ravenna,
just across the border from Italy proper, cross the Rubicon. and
enter Rimini. In addition to the sttaly of his main decision to
move at all, the records gave children a chance to try out their
minds on a number of smaller, essentially historiographic puzzles.

Take the crossing of the linbicon, tor instanu.. Plutarch
who certainly wasn't there . tells us Caesar crossed the stream
which ruins between Ravenna and Rimini and said "the die is
cast." Lucan who wasn't there makes a big thing of the
crossing in his Manilla, describing in detail how Caesar stood
his eavalry across the stream "to break the current's force" so
foot soldiers could get over, and quoting exactly what he thought
Caesar said once across. But Caesar's own description of his
move from Ravenna into Rimini is most matter-of-fact and makes
no nwntion of the Rubicon, crossing it, or saying anything quot-
able for the occasion. And Cicero's correspondence, immediately
after learning of Caesar's move, mentions nothing about the
Rubicon. Children didn't get much help on the Rubicon matter
from the Esso map either, on it, the Rubicoo carries no name
at all. As students dug into reference works and more detailed
maps, they learned that the river now called the "Rubicon" is
not necessarily the Rubicon that Caesar crossed. It was Musso-
lini wlm arbitrarily decided on the present Rubicon, sometime
after having crossed his own. Our hunch is that he was right,
but no one is sure.

In all of iis little study of an episode which has long been
one of our symbolic! cliches, the -crossing of the Rubicon" turns
out to be a somewhat more complex puzzle than one might
have thought. Texts of contemporaries differ radically from those
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of commentators like Plutarch, who was born a century after
the event. How much can we be sure of? How? Students in
effect were faced with the historian's own problem- and even
with some of the data he would be likely to analyze.

The first, or "Caesar," version gave seventh grade students
a microcosmic politico-historical episode to work on, principally
through textual analysis of some carefully selected bits of ma-
terial from Caesar, Cicero, and later Latin writers. This version,
with no adult-written explanatory narrative, was tried in over
thirty classrooms in many parts of the United States. Wherever
it was tried, it engaged children, that is certain. But, in handling
these written documents, it often seemed that children failed
to ,detect ambiguity where it existed, that they too easily fell
into over-interpretation from very limited evidence, that they
frequently misinterpreted, and that often what was inherently
a conflict of evidence became a conflict of students. One linguis-
tic scholar observing a class remarked that:

The students' motivation to (interact with each other) dis-
tracted them from the true conflict of evidence. The chil-
dren made extensive use of the materials in the "debate,"
but only in a most superficial way to provision themselves
with ammunition.44

This kind of outcome was thought to have two principal
causes. One cause was considered by McNeill to be a lack of
linguistic skills which deflected ehildren from finding written
material as easy to organize as spoken material. McNeil com-
mented that:

36

What makes the difference, I think, is intonation. When
I read a complex passage of prose aloud, I tend to dis-
tribute stress and pitch so as to rank order the logical
propositions contained in the passage. In case I do not
understand the passage, I try various combinations of pitch
stress. I think this is done by all adults as a matter of
course. The children of the Caesar class, in contrast, usual-
ly read prose with completely non-English patterns of in-
tonation. However, the children apparently can be helped
by intonation, which implies that their difficulty with writ-
ten materials lies in seeing them .as something outside
normal (spoken) language. I suspect there is a reason for
this. It is that throughout elementary education, children
are carefully protected from prose in which connotation
plays an important role. Thus, they never see the possi-
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hility of using the literal content of written sentences as
premises on which to base conclusions, nor have they had
practice organizing materials for the purpose of drawing
conclusions. I -imagine the effect of such training is to
create a curious literary" form for the children in which
written language is ecmceived to he largely separate from
spoken language. In their spoken language, however,
intonation is abundantly used, and I suppose it serves an
organizational function. The problem then is to overcome
the children's "literaa," style by restoring intonation to
their interpretation of written material."''

In testing children, McNeil found that their organized thinldng
about the Caesar material could be improved by their experi-
,menting with expressive oral reading of quotations. Bare docu-
ments alone, even if teelmically 7readable," were not enough
for the thinking chat the materials were intended to instigate.
Without ,linguistic skills cmnparable to those they possess in
handling spoken language, children could not fully exploit and
become committed to the problems inherent in the written
Caesar material. The signs pointed towards a need to teach
in ways that would increase the linguistic capability of children
to interact with problem-filled written materials.

A second cause which handicapped children in handling the
early version of Caesar materials was tho the episode of 49
B.C. stood alone, out of any historical context. The episode
was in a kind of intellectual litnt,. which left children unexposed
to the larger setting within which it occurred. Without finding
out abnut the nature of the Hepnblic or examining the conflicts
and changes through which it was going, children were not
likely to see sense, or see it acc-urately, in the ambiguities and
confrontatio . of early 49 B.C. Caesar's Ruh;con and his march
were not an adequate microcosm of larger questions and forces
related to power and political culture in the Bonnin Republk..
We concluded that the episode could not stand alone, even with
such pedagogical improvements as McNeill suggested. We
decided that it should Iwconie an exereise within a larger unit
on The Death of the Homan Ikpublic.

The new version of the Htiiiiiii unit is in the process of being
constructed and tried in classrooms. 'Ile struggle for rationale,
design, and really teachable components of a six or seven week
unit is in frill swing. By the summer of l961i, I believe we will
have a Roman unit of much more n.levance to children and to
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the ideas of our whole seqienee than we have had up till now.
The rationale of the new version may be stated in various

ways. At its simplest level, what the unit is "about" may be
the difference between "ought" and "is," between the ideal and
the real in politics. Earlier, I mentioned that we distrust a "copy-
book civics" approach to sChool study of 1.olitics and governance.
An aridly ideal picture of the political process given to young
people can be a preface to cynicism when they later discover
that political reahty is all too human. A study of the ideal
and the real in Rome at the end of the Republic may provide
an antidote to cynicism by showing the constitutional ideal at
its most elegant and the Realpolitik at its most pragmatic, both
being meaningful parts of the same dynamic society. The closer
one gets to Roman politics the harder it is to simplify mlitters
in line with a good-guys vs. bad-guys paradigm.

Again. what the unit is "about" may be the idea that a system
of power can sicken and die, -that a Republic can have a death,
that a new system of powei may arise. The late period of the
Roman Republic is a case study of the disintegration of a system
and its transformation through tin moil into something quite
different. flow and why these things happeped are not matters
of anything like complete agreement among present-day ancient
historians. But as George Ihimans (ince said when we were
talking about this, the fact that complete agreement does not
eidst among sdiolars is no reason not to raise the questions for
children. The very fact that the questions persist makes the case
study all the more important, evt n if more difficult to bring off.

ln inure abstract terms, the new Boman unit is "about- power
and political culture. Its rationale, nut presented didactically but
immanent in the material. might lw something like this:

If a system of power which exists in theory is not
effective or real, men will turn to whatever resources
they have to work out a in.w. system of real power.
If the 'resinirces they have do mit inchidc an alterna-
tive and developed politicid culture, they will mist'

pmer in its most direct forms as they try to invent
and install a new system,

As men do this, it is likely that a situation of disor-
ganization will arise in which (a) former but now
dysfunctional roles and institutions are kept in mune
only. (b) political actors engage more and more openly
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in a struggle where everyone knows the devil will take
the hindmost, and (c) a new system of power emerges
which reflects a developing new political culture and
makes manageable or governable the conditions under
which men live.

The new version of the Roman unit, on whkh much ground-
work was done during the summer of 1964, will have fiye parts.

Part I. which will serve as an introduction, is still unsettled.
Hopefully, it will: (a) introduce children to general features of
Rome and Roman history; (b) impart to th study of Rome a
sense of relevance without undue consciousness of remoteness
or unfamiliarity: (c) acquaint students with the governmental
and political structure of Rome. the constitution and principal
magistracies; (d) arouse student interest: and (e) suggest some
of the main themes that are to he pursued in the unit. just
how it will lie paragon enough to do all of these things in a
short period is not vet clear. Perhaps this is why we have in-
vestigated twelve difkrent ways of opening the unit but so far
settled on mme. lt seems better to defer the shaping of the
introduction mad the basic materials of the rest of the unit
have been fully developed. But the chances arc that Part I
include material On the ideal vit'W of the Roman Republic, per-
haps through seketionis from Polvbius on the RoMan (;onstitti-
tnal at its prime. Tentative selections have been made and a
number of inductive exercises have lieen designed in preliminary
fiirm. ln these, children encounter problems. of organizing the
Polx bius data, estrapolating a model constitution from it, and
testing its operation as a simulated gnvernment under various
kinds of stress. ln addition we have tiOnit! first approximations
of esercises in Roman geography and biography.

Part 11 plunges students into the political reality of the Re-
public in Cicero's time. This section takes up real campaigning
for public office, the conduut of elections, and the practice of
bringing one"s political enemies to trial. Marcus Tullius Cicero
is fiillowed, in original sources, through a campaign for the
consulship and into the aftermath of a campaign in a bribery
trial. Among other things, this section includes Quintus Cicero's
advice to his brother...on how to campaign, mulch of which has
a startling familiarity, as these brief estracts may suggest:

. . . Since men are persuaded to show good will and
zeal during a campaign by three principal considera-
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tions kindness received, hope of more, and personal
affection we must observe how to take advantage
of these. Men are convinced by very small favors that
they have sufficient reason to give support at the
polls . . .

. . See that you have the votes of all the voting
classes sewed up through the quantity and diversity
of your friends. Take into account the whole city, all
private groups, country districts, and neighborhoods.
If you can win over the leading men in these areas
to your friendship, you will easily gain the crowd
through them. After that, see that you imprint on
your mind the whole of Italy, divided and catalogued
by electoral districts, so that you let no municipality,
cohmy, or small town in short, no place at all in
Italy get by in which you don't have sufficient
support.

. . . Show that you (know men's names), and practice
so that you vet better at it from day to day. Nothing
is so popular or pleasing . .

. . . You must pretend to practice flattery as though
it came naturally. Flattery . . . is indispensable
whik ekctioneering.

. . See that there is ready access to you night and
day. Always make it clear that you will be doing
eagerly and cheerfully whatever you are going to
do . . .

. . Last, you must take care that your whole cam-
paign is brilliant and splendid, well-suited to the
popular taste . . . Also, if possible, see that some new
scandal is started against your opponents for crime or
immorality or corruption whatever their characters
suggest.

Through investigating a real campaign, through a game simulat-
ing an election, and through role-playing a real trial for bribery
children come up against some of the reality of the Republic
and such questions as theser

What do we mean by politics?

When a man is eager to win an election, how can
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he maintain his principles and still gain votes?

How can a government in which officials are elected
prevent candidates from using dishonest tactics or
actual bribery to win office?

What similarities and differences do you see between
campaigns, elections, and trials in the Roman Re-
public and the U.S. today?

In Part III, the new version of the Roman unit moves from
a study of elections, corruption, and bribery to a study of vio-
knee. Violence in Roman political life increased significantly
during the late Republic. Through the materials of Part III
the dichotomy between the violent solution and the orderly
legal solution of problems of state emerges clearly. These ma-
terials include selections dealing with the Catiline Conspiracy,
the Cato-Caesar debate over the fate of the conspirators, the
exile of Cicero, and the Pro Sestio. In the latter, Cicero's defense
of Sestius depicts violence, disorder, and the breakdown of the
kind of systematic government which sounded so nice in Poly-
bius' descriptions of Rome. Student exercises with these materials
involve questions about:

The antithesis between violence and law as methods
for settling disputes.

The tendency of violence, once used, to breed more
violence.

The consequences of allowing or requiring private
citizens to take the law into their own hands.

The responsibilities of those who are in government.

How and why political conditions in the later period
of the Roman Republic became so unstable.

Part IV of the new Roman unit deals with the Civil War
and grows out of what I earlier described as the "Caesar Unit."
The extraordinary instability studied in the preceding section
is followed by the study of the bids of Pompey and Caesar for
supreme control. The materials are those of Caesar and Cicero
described earlier, plus some additions which gr,e children an
opportunity to examine the problems of the Civil Wa1 as a whole.

Part V, which remains still very tentative, will use n.1:eriaIs
from Caesar s dictatorship. The governmental reforms instituted
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during the dictatorship, Caesar's use of power, reactions of
men like Cicero and others, and evidence of the increasing ten-
skin of events which culminate in assassination will be dealt
with. Students will come to the end of the unit facing questions
about government, politics, and change that the assassination
and all that proceeded it in earlier parts of the unit have raised.

Thus, in too skimpy fashion, I have tried to show the history
and present status of the prototype unit on Rome in the first
year sequence on Inventing the Western Id. In its Progress,
the Rome unit has benefited from the active collaboration of
teachers, children, an American Latinist, a British Latinist and
poet-novelist, a constitutional lawyer, an ancient historian, an
undergraduate historian and others.

From Subject to Citizen

The pivotal course in the three year sequence has as its
theme, From Subject to Citizen, and is intended for use in the
eighth grade or thereabouts. Given the political science concepts
which underlie our junior high sdiool sequence, it is natural that
Frorn Subject to Citizen should be heavily concerned with politi-
cal culture and changing relationships of power.

The course draws its material from seventeenth and eigh-
teenth century British and American experience. Its limits in his-
torical time are the reign of Elizabeth I on one hand and the
acession of Jefferson to the American presidency on the other
roughly from 1588 to 1801. But as the reader will see, the course
is far from a narrative account of these two centuries in England
and America. Instead, it is a series of six studies in depth or
units dealing with major demlopments and critical episodes in
the emergence of a changed political culture in the two countries..

Both in England and America, political culture changed
significantly during this period, moving differentially from a
predominantly subject culture towards a participant culture,
Such movement occured in England in the turmoil of the seven-
teenth century and was co-.solidated and stabilized in the period
cif the Glorious Revolution. During the eighteenth century,
underlying social and economic forces in England to some degree
continued the movement. But it took the upheaval of later in-
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dustrialization to accelerate change and cause further significant
alteration of the overt political system of England in the nine-
teenth century. In America, the movement from a mainly subject
culture to one mainly participant in nature was more rapid,
with earlier significant alteration of the political system to make
it congruent with cultural change. The reasons for a differential
momentum of change in political culture in America were many.
The English heritage which colonists brought with them itself
contained the seeds of change. Likewise, seventeenth century
change in the English political cultme and political system had
important consequences in America. Most important of all,
the drastically different conditions which colonists encountered
in tho new world, and the life they developed in response to these
conditions, combined to change their political culture more
deeply and rapidly than even they at first recognized. Here I
should emphasize that From Subject to Citizen as a tlwme does
not mean that our course teaches that Englishmen, alas, were
and are something inferior called "subjects," and that we Ameri-
cans in COiltratit have happily achieved the more noble status
of "citizens.- Both countries, in different ways and for different
reasons were moving towards a more participant political culture.

Thu six units of From Sithfcct to Citizen are organized and
related to each other in ways which make it possible for students
to analyze and generalize. about change in political culture, to
hypothesize about cause's, and to examine.values. None of this
turns out to tie very simple. But with conceptual tools at hand,
and with abundant opportunity to use hunch and reason in the
pursuit of inquiry, students seem to thrive on what really is a
complex hnsiness.

Perhaps this is !weans(' the traditional eighth grade. course'
in American history is what it is. and ehildren find that materials
which are inure courteous in Bruner's sense are more worthy of
response. The traditional eighth grade American history conrse
depends heavily on a single hard-cover te.t book, the same for
all students, The hook and, from whatever publisher, the' book
will be really very much the same is a chrtilmh)gkal account
with a degree of topical orgailiAation. It contains a greatly
condensed. predigested suininar of -everythinp, important.' in
all of American histormy. This is as preposterous to attempt as
it is appalling to see eseented. In the. process, the. tet book
becomes a fearful thing. It may contain stretches of gOild nar-
ration, but it is principally a series of lifeless abridgements. It
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has to be so, because American schools and book manufacturers
are presently locked into a customary system which to them
seems to require that all of American history be "covered" in
each of three grades, usually the fifth, eighth, and eleventh
grades.

"Coverage" is the bete noir of the harried teacher who feels
that somehow she must get the children through the whole book.
To the degree she doesn't, she -feels that her students ,have not
"done" American history. There seems to be only one way to
try to do a job so conceived: that is to assign compulsory chunks
of the text to be read, to have recitation or discussion on what
is read, and then to quiz to determine short-term recall of what
is read. As the school year proceeds, the teacher acquires a
desperate sense that even this simple method of forced ingestion
and induced regurgitation is not going to give enough time
for the Leif Erikson to Lyndon B. Johnson "coverage" she feels
she must accomplish. And so it goes traditionally, with the
mechanical rabbit of "coverage" always beating the greyhounds,
no matter bow fl.st they run. Teachers arc frustrated by the
system, and children become bored with the whole sorry business.
By "covering" Columbus in the fifth, eighth, and eleventh
grades they are apt to feel that they have had it without ever
genuinely getting at anything crucially important or exciting.

I have exaggerated, but not much, to underline the difference
between our approach and the traditional one. From Subiect
to Citizen avoids wholesale coverage and the abridgements it
necessitates. Deliberately, we have chosen two critical centuries
for study. And within this period we eschew linear, one-damn-
thing-after-another history, in favor of a series of six studies in
depth. These have a general connection because of the logic
of the conception of political culture-change. We will connect
them further by selected brief narrative and background ma-
terials, and some teachers may wish to use the units in conjunc-
tion with selected readings from a text book. While we have
not gotten into the matter, it might make eminent sense for an
initial study of pre-1600 America and its relation with Europe
to be the focus of an elementary course. Similarly, we hope that
a senior high school course might concentrate on features of
American historical development in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Bu: we are sticking to two hundred years in which
some basic American political attitudes, behavior, and institutions
took form. Our units concentrate on giving students as nearly
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authentic material as we can manage, giving it to them in
relatively unstructured form, and challenging them to discover
whatever structure it may have. We ask students to perform
as historians and social scientists, not as stimulus-response
mechanisms.

The organization of units in From Subject to Citizen is re-
flected in the following diagram. Units, if taught in full, may
vary from four to eight weeks in length, but usually should
take no more than five or six weeks to teach.

Unit Sequence in From Subject to Citizen

UNIT I
ELIZAI3ETIIAN

SOCIETY
1558-1610

1

UNIT II
ENGLAND IN
CRISIS AND
CIVIL WAR

1629-1660

UNIT V
UNIT IV THE MAKING

COLONIAL OF THE
AMERICA AMERICAN
1630-1750 REVOLUTION

1761-1783

UNIT III
TIIE GLORIOUS

REVOLUTION
1685-1714

UNIT VI
THE AMERICAN
CONSTITUTION

1778-1801

As one can see, the ordering 1 the units is deliberately in-
tended to relate English and American experience. It seems
clear to us that any study of the emergence of an independent
American political culture and governmental system must occur
in part in a context of related English experience. Thus, each
of the first three units, based largely in seventeenth century
English history, has its counterpart or analogue in one of the
three units dealing with eighteenth century America. Unit I,
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for example, has its counterpart in Unit IV. In both of these
units we approach the question of general culture and the
character of political culture. Unit I opens up for study salient
social, economic, and political features of the late Elizabethan
social order. The material of this unit is principlly occupied
with ideas about society and government which migrated from
England to the colonial world. In Unit IV, colonial society
is studied to see how it diverged from English society and in
particular to examine the Joinidationsof a- flew -participant-
political culture which ultimately predisposed colonists to in-
dependence and the formation of a new political system of
their own.

To some degree a comparable analogy exists between Unit
II and Unit V. In Unit II we are dealing with a moment in
England's history when conflict of political cultures led to the
violent overthrow of one political system and its replacement by
another. Unit V heeds what John Adams 'said in 1818, that the
American Revolution was made in the minds and hearts of men
and was, in a valid sense, over in 1776. Our object is prin-
cipally to investigate developments between 1763 and 1776
which led significant Americans to conclude! that the colonies
must separate from the English political system and become in-
dependent. We are not preoccupied with the War of Indepen-
dence, except insofar as the intervention of France was a decisive
factor. Units II and V raise questions about why and how men
come to oppose constituted authority and follow their opposition
across the threshold of violenee in the form of war. Questions
of power relationships and political culture are at the heart of
both inuts.

Both Unit III, The Glorious Revolution, and Unit VI, The
American Constitution, are omipied with the study of how a
revised or new system of power is arranged and rationalized.
The Clorions Revohition was, of course, not a violent conflict but'
a settknient of conflict which had kept England in turmoil for
the best part of a century. It marked the constitution of a polit-
ical system on such consolidated and clear terms that great
stability ensued; there were few substantial changes in the!

English political system until after the 1830's. Unit VI, The
American Constitutimi, is analogous in the sense that it deals
with organizing a satisfactory new political system to replace
the one rejected by the successful war for independence. Con-
stitutional and governmental philosophies which had been used
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in justification of the Glorious. Revolution played a part in our
own constitutional period. The success of our eonstitation-makers
in resolvMg vexing problems of authority and governance re-
sulted in a high measure of continning stability for the American
state.

Among these units within Frwn Subject to Citizen, the most
advanced in preparation and testing is Unit IV, The Colonial
Unit, entitled The Emergence of the American. Each of the six
iniits differs from the others -in speak TeahireS.bilt att -share
enough in style so that a review of Unit IV may illustrate the
way we are moving with the whole course. The Colmial Unit
was published in experimental form by Random House under
contract with ESI in September, 1965. It is presently being tried
in sinlIC 250 classrooms in various parts of the country.

The design of the Colonial Unit is controlkd by the concept
of political culture changing over time. The political components
of the general culture that English settkrs brought with them
to the New World were chiefly, but not ewlusively, subject-
oriented. In the course of their encounter .with the wilderness
and in settling it, their general culture diverged from that of
England. and its political components Iwcame incremingly par-
ticipant-oriented. While still thinking of themselves as English-
men, the colonists became Americans.

In one sense, the Cohmial Unit is preoccupied with the emer-
gence of distinctive American general culture. It allows stu-
dents to discover:answers to the questimi, dull, is the
Anwrican, this HNC Man ? posed by the eighteenth century
French observer, Lle Crevecoeur. But the unit is not principally
an exercise in the study of national character or sectional dif-
ferences in American character. The main object of the unit is
to explore conditions under which an Ainvrican participant
political culture emerged.

As a unione general culture developed, retaining many
English features and incorporating regional differences, the signif-
kant thing for our purpose is that the new political culture of
tlw colonies became incongruent With flu. English political syc-
tem. At length, lack of congriwncv between the American
political system became so sharp that conflict between the two
was a customary fact of life and revolution was in prospect.

The particular historical material of the unit and the con-
cepts nf general and political culture central to its design are not
used solely for informational ends. They are 'ehicles for giving
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students experience in studying causality, value processes, and
the formation ef defensible explanatory generalizations. Oven
all these consideraVans, let's examine selected materials_ of the
Colonial Unit.

For example, consider Part IIA of the Colonial Unit, "Sud-
bury: A Case Study in New England Land Settlement." Under ly-
ing the conception of this part of the unit is a generalization
about the causes of change in early American political culture
expressed -hy Professor tdrriund- S. Morgan:

. . . widespread Ownership of property is perhaps the most
important single fact about the Americans of the Revo-
lutionary period. It Meant that they were not divided
so widely between rich and poor as the people of the Old
World. Standing on his own land with spade in hand and
flintlock not far off, the American could look at his richest
neighbor and laugh . . . Ownership of property gave not
only economic independence but also political indepen-
dence to the average American. In every colony that was
to join in the Revolution there was a representative assem-
bly, elected by property holders, which made the laws and
levied the taxes. Historians have often assumed that the
property qualification confined the suffrage to a small
segment of the population. But if most men owned prop-
erty, as now seems probable, then most could vote."

Part IIA on "Sudbury" is a consumable booklet of relatively
short length. "Sudbury" begins with a retrospective look at
the conditions of life and land use characteristic of the country-
side in medieval times. A typical medieval English manor.
Ashmore, is described and depicted by a map. Students examine
the Open field system of land use in medieval Ashmore, identify-
ing the responsibilities and rights of the peasantry who tilled
its soil. Through an excerpt from Eileen Powers' Medieval
People, students can read about and discuss the life of a medieval
peasant named Bodo. Reading about the way Bodo lived, what
he knew and did not know, what he could do and could not do
gives students a vivid sketch of the manorial system in the most'
concrete human terms. Bodo was part of a parDchial-subject
culture in which land ownership and political participation were
equally unavailable to him. The retrospective look at farm life
in the medieval period also uses a set of five glowingly beautiful
prints from the Book of Hours of the Duke De Berry. These
prints are taken from originals presently in Chantilly; while
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French, the pictures allow students a pictorial representation
of medieval social hierarchy from serf to seigneur which was
equally typical of manorial life in England at the time.

Against this retrospective backcorop, "Sudbury" takes students
through a fascinating series of events in th?. life of one real man,
Peter Noyes, who moved from England to America in 1637.
Thanks to Pulitzer Prize winner Sumner Chilton Powell, we
know a great deal about Peter Noyes. 37 The facts of Peter Noyes'

life iii-EngTand- and-Aineriea, -and. Other informatibn we- have:-
about the town of Marlborough, Massachusetts give an
valuable case record of the rapid diffusion of land ownership
which accompanied settlenwnt of English colonists in.New Eng-
land. Peter Noyes is studied in Wevhill, England, the open
field manorial village from which he came. He is .then studied
at Watertown, in 'Massachusetts, where he first settled. We
follow him to Sudbury, where he finally settled and where the
Noyes family remains today. A gioup of men who were with
Noyes in Sudbury arc then followed to their settlement of the
new town of Marlborough, a few miles farther west.

The case study is not a long didactic presentation. Instead,
Step by skp, Peter Noyes moves from Weyhill to Watertown
to Sudbury and as others move farther to Marlborough
relevant records of the time are used. These include land dis-
tribution lists, maps, town records, and the like. Students work
through these materials, formulating hypotheses step by step as
they go. In the process, they encounter an evident breakdown
of medieval concepts of social status and land rights. Common
hind ownership in a ranked society gives way to individually-
owned land in a much more equalitarian and mobile society.
-Sudbury" involves students in speculating about factors that
conditioned the distribution of land, and has them try their
own hands at dividing up hind and comparing their own de-
cisions with decisions that were actually made by colimial settlers.
They generalize about the causes of change and the democratiza-
tim of land ownership; in addition they hypothesize about the
relationship between increasing equality of land ownership and
political attitudes and behavior. A sequel to "Sudbury- uses
colonial materials to enable students to contrast land settlenwnt
in Virginia with that in New England.

Part III of the Colonial Unit adapts the tedmique of simula-
tion and gaming. sometimes used at the level of graduate instruc-
tion, for getting irside the mercantilist economic and political
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system of the British Colonial Empire in the eighteenth century."
The game of Empire engages students of the entire class in team
play of trading relationships, using commodities, prices, tariffs,
and other information from the late 1730's. Factors of competi-
tion, smuggling, negotiation, time delays of travel and trans-
portation across the Atlantic, and other matters are taken into
account. Each student is asked to become a member of one
of several interest groups who were involved in eighteenth cen-
tury trade within the empire; e.g., London merchants, Colonial
farmers, New England merchants, Southern planters, and West
Indian planters. For each team, the aim of the game is to in-
crease its own wealth. The game takes a minimum of four to
five class hours to play; at the end of play that team has won
which has increased its original wealth by the greatest per-
centage. Teams negotiate trading contracts between each other,
and goods are exchanged by sea on a large table map prepared
for us hy the American Geographical Society. Several students
manage the clearance of contracts and the timing of travel on
the map itself. A team's cargo may he lost at sea by chance
( storm, piracy, other disasters), and the political power of En-
gland is felt both through import-export duties and the protective
strength of the royal navy. Students experience I amdon's monop-
oly of manufactured goods. confront arbitrary trading regula-
tkms, choose whether to risk smuggling or not and see the delays
imposed by trans-Atlantic voyages.

As students play the game of Empire, tlwy are backstopped
hy other parts of the unit which make them nmre familiar with
tht-, eighteenth century counterparts. For example, one piece
of 1,,..terial, on "The New England merchant," is a series of CM"-
munications between Joseph Lee and Company and Captain
Zachariah Burchmore, who commanded the company's ship,
the Union. Another piece employs materials from George
Washington's life to suggest what it was like to be a Virginia
planter. Students begin with George Washington's description
and map of his plantation, Mt. Vernon. They examine notes
from his diaries and letters to his agent in London. They see
what his daily tasks were like, who the people were who worked
on the plantation, and they examine Washington's views on
slavery, presented in his will and in some of his correspondence.
Another packet is drawn from the eighteenth century autobiog-
raphy of Gustavus Vasa, a Negro whose life began with slavery
in Africa, who went through the terrible Middle Passage to
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America, who became skilled and literate and finally a freedman,
and whose long life ended in England.

Among its other materials, the Colonial Unit contains a
packet contrasting colonial government in theory with colonial
government in practice. The theoretical structure of imperial
control over the colonies appears nice and neat and orderly.
Againct this theoretical structure, students are asked to compare
two hirief case studies of colonial government in practice. The
Burnet Case ( Massachusetts, 1728) and The Clinton Case
(New York, 1747) reveal a sharp contrast between colonial prac-
tice and imperial theory. In both cases, a colonial assembly
resisted a royal governor and showed its indifference to his
power." By working through these materials students discover

that ought and is are not always the same n government and
politics, and that a political system which does not fit a political
culture is likely to have its troubled moments:

Administratkni of the colonies was left to the King, who
turned it over to his Secretary of State for the Southern
Department (whose principal business was England's rela-
tions with Southern Europe). The Secretary left it pretty
much to the Board of Trade and Plantations, a sort of
chamber of commerce with purely advisory powers. The
Board of Trade told the Secretary what to do; he told the
Royal Governors; the Governors told the colonists; and the
colonists did what they pleased:49

hi preparation for extensive field trials of the Random House
version of the Colonial Unit, a Teaclwrs. Institute was conducted
in July, 1965 by Miss Nona Messner a»d Mr. Joseph L. Feath-
erstone at Endicott House in Dedham, Massachusetts. Miss
Messner and Mr. Featherstone, with Professor Edmund S. lor-
gan of Yale and Dr. Robert 13randfon of Holy Cross, had been
principals in the design and etnistructim of tlw Colonial Unit.
The Inytitute included master teachers from New York City,
Newton (Mass.). Jefferson County (Colo.), the North Carolina
Advancement School at \VMston-Salem, Boston ( Mass.). the
Friends Schools of Philadelphia, Lexington (Mass.), New Canaan
((*min.), Quincy (Mass.), Washington. D. C.. Wellesley (Mass.).
and West Ilartford (Conn.). lu addition to field trials of the
Colonial Unit in these places in 1965-1966. arrangements have
been made for testing the Unit in sdioids in the following places:
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Texarkana, Arkansas
Covina, California
Pocatello, Idaho
Cairo, Illinois
Ellsworth, Iowa
Talullah, Louisiana

Grand Forks, North Dakota
Piqua, Ohio
Monongahela, Pennsylvania
Nashville, Tennessee
Salt Lake City, Utah
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin

It is planned that field tests will include student examinations
prepared with the help of the Educational Testing Service of
Princeton, N. J. and depth interviews with the teachers who
have used the materials.

The Civic Cuiture

The least developed of the three courses in our sequence is
the third, which we call for present convenience, The Civic Cul-
ture.'" As we presently conceive it, this course will build upon
From Subject to Citizen hy examining the nature of modern
American political culture, its evolution and effects in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, and its contemporary problems
and prospects. We distinguish The Civic Culture in certain ways
from usual ninth grade courses in civics. The concept of civic
culture is a specific application of the concept of political culture.
It has been described as "a pluralistic culture based on communi-
cation and persuasion, a culture of consensus and diversity, and
culture that permitted change but moderated it. This was the
civic culture." 4'

It is not just:

the political culture that one finds described in civics text-
books, which prescribe the way in which citizens ought to
act in a democracy. The norms of citizen behavior found
in these texts stress the participant aspects of political cul-
ture. The democratic citizen is expected to be active in
politics and to he involved. Furthermore he is supposed
to be rational in his approach to politics, guided by reason,
not by emotion. He is supposed to be well informed and
to make decisions for instance, his decision on bow to
vote on the basis of careful calculation as to the inter-
ests and the principles he would like to see furthered. This
culture, with its stress on rational participation .. ., we can
label the "rationality-activist" model of political culture.
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The civic culture shares much with this rationality-activist
model; it is, in fact, such a culture plus something else.
It does stress the participation of individuals. But there
is something else.42

Some of the "something else" is that the "civic culture" is a
participant culture in which the participants feel allegiance to
the political system. In it, the political culture and the political
system are congruent, nut in conflict. Another part of the "some-
thing else' is that the civic culture contains within it a mixture
of subject and parochial as well as participant orientations. The
real civic culture is not a simple, idealized, all-out participant
affair. Attitudes favorable toward participation in the political
system have a major part in the civic culture. Bot they are fused
with and balanced by essentially nonpolitical attitudes (e.g., trust
in people, privatism, etc.) which tend to give the civic culture
a certain stability and sanity along with its capabilities for ac-
tivity and change. The civic culture is part of what the West has
given to the world. Its developnumt in the United States and
Great Britain and in differviv ways in Switzerland, Scandinavia,
and the Low Countries is advaneed more than in other parts
of the workl. Its future is probletn-filkd and uncertain. The most
attractive features of the open polity end the civic- culture are
that they represent man's discovery of a "humane and conserva-
tive way to handle social change and participation . . ."

As we see it now, in various ways a course with this concep-
tion in mind will seek to get at the following things:

1. The Nature of the American Political Culture. Tlw course
wii 'ek to make inure explicit that the central characteristics of
American political culture grew out of the experience of Ameri-
cans, who were mainly Anglo-Saxon Protestants, in the circum-
stances of the seventeenth and eighteenth celtories. Discovery
of ways in which a political culture is part of a larger culture
will be encouraged by the materials of the course, Characteristics
of the American political culture which the materials will enable
students to explore will include such things as widespread par-
ticipation, vast diffusion of power, multiplicity and diversity of
expression of group interests, the functions of nationalism and
partriotism, egalitarianism, and the secularization of the political
system.

2. The Centrality of Political Culture in Amerkwn Life. The
course will emphasize how important politics is and has been
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to Americans as an essentially non-ideological feature of our
social experience. In this connection, it will focus on the power
of the political culture, illustrated by the tremendous demands
it makes on immigrants who must conform to it. The course will
underline the primacy of the civic culture in the process of
Americanization: here a man defines his Americanism by adapt-
ing to the beliefs, style, and action which are accepted elements
of the political culture.

3. The Process of. Political Acculturation. Some of wbat is
intended here is suggested in the paragraph above. The point,
however, is not alone that all groups have had to accommodate
themselves to the powerful centrality of political cuiture in
American life, but th:it they have brought this accommodation
off so well. Diverse nationality and ethnic groups entering Amer-
ican society from far different general and political cultures
have had to conform to the civic culture and to pay the price of
admission. In so doing, however, they have exhibited an amazing
amount of versatility and ability to learn to use the opportunities
of a participant system. Here we are familiar with the ethnic
group political bloc, consciousness of ethnic group interests,
foreign language newspapers, ethnic group political leaders, and
the like.

4. The Problems of Special Sub-Cultures. In at least one
instance, the course will deal with the difference between general
acculturation and political acculturation. Roman Catholics, as a
religious group, found their way into the general cliittire with
less difficulty than they did into the political culture. In many
sectors, frequently depending upon the strength of their ethnic
group base, Roman Catholics were able to enter into the political
culture and system as effective actors in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. But so strong was the Protestant flavor of
the American political culture that it was not until 1960 that a
Roman Catholic candidate was .elected President of the United
States. Noticeably, no practicing Jew has ever been a serious
contender for the presidency.

5. The Problems of the American Polity. The course will
aim to explore some of the great unresolved problems of the civic
culture. Among these certainly will he the lack of resolution
of the American Dilemma: the continuing difficulty of the politi-
cal culture and polity fully to resolve the problem of citizenship
for American Negroes.
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It is r ,ssible that the materials of the course will be designed
mainly to allow students to explore how the Anwrican political
culture reacts to, overcomes, and absorbs the political culture
of immigrant groups. If the courw does this, we will hope to
develop the cultural empathy in students which ean come from
a recurrent awareness of the differences of other groups and their
struggle to enter into the general and political culture of Ameri-
can society., Materials for such a course are many. There are
memoirs, letters, diaries, and novels by immigrants and by those
rooted in the established political culture. There are also the
coimnenturies of foreigners visiting in the United States. Now,
we also have abundant primary material written by Americans
who are living overseas and experiencing cohort's at radical odds
with our own. There is the passionate literature of Negro protest.
For students. there should be a superb opportunity in the course
for autobiographieal work. They can .find out more about their
grandparents, their great grandparents: Wilere did these rela-
tives come from? What were their views on politics? Winn
kind of politica) life did they have in the old conntry? What
kind did they enter into here?

Ve feel that The Civic Culture as a comm. should help stu-
dents devehip an increasing sophistication about sociological
and anthropological conceptual! tools. Ilere. more than in the
preceding two (Thirties; %%I.' will aim for straightforward study
of such concepts as role, status, class, stereotyping, etc. Again.
the course should reassert in more direct fashion than. before
the central concept of political science. that of pow er. By cini-
centrating on the experience of groups. immigrant and Negro.
engaged in the struggle for political acculturation. students !nay
see how deprivation or fear of deprivation combined with an
awareness of the possibility of remedy through political action
are powerful sources of political behavior.

The plans for the course, as I have said, are still in a formative
stage. Thow who are engaged in the planning are moving in
general along the lines that I have indicated here. One of the
basic principles we have followed in the whole of the ESI Social
Studies Project is that one defines one's ptisition best by acting.
Therefore, there is at present less concern about the fine contours
of the total course than there is for developing a prototype unit
which van FA' tried out in classrooms. A working party is con-
centrating, therefore, on exploring possibk. forms of a unit oil the
struggle of the American Negro for full citizenship in the Allied-
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can polity. Materials which are to be used wilt be drawn chiefly
from the past one hundred years, from the Emancipation Proc-
lamation to the Civil Rights Act of 1985. They will include,
early on, examination of Negro and white reactions to emanci-
pation, and the debates over the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments.

The senior scholar for this prototype unit has stressed that:

ft should become immediately clear to students that the
problem of the Negro in relationship to the political cul-
ture, and more especially to the civic culture, is funda-
mentally different than for other groups. It wok consti-
tutional amendments to open up strategic options for
Negroes. . . .

In every period, we want to use the autobiographical
material of at least one soathern Negro, northern Negro,
soutlwrn white, and northern white. . . .

In picking material, it is important to keep in mind that
we %vant to illumine certain questions and issues, but we
also want to throw light on sodal science concepts in a
way that gives them relevance for students in this course
and outside of it. . "

Summary

I have been able to give, in this description of the junior high
school phase of the E.S.I. Social Studies Program, only a touch
of the story. There. is much more to tell about. I would like to
describe the way disadvantaged children at Gaynor Junior High
School in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn were able to
handle aided by an excellent teacher the Subieet to Citizen
materials. It would be good to be able. to record at least some
of the innumerable contributions that have been made to our
work by Joseph I.oretan and the New York City public schools,
by Charles Brown and the Newton ( Massachusetts) public
schools, and others in the field of education. Some of our debt
to teachers and children in the Bronx, in Jefferson County, Col-
orado, in Boston, and in at least two score other places should
somehow be set down. Literally downs of teachers and scholars
could add much to the telling of the story.
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In the junior high school phase of the E.S.I. Social Studies
Program, we hav proceeded from what is known about intellect
and the role of discovery in learning. I have indicated that we
are nwre interested in the inerease of intellectual capabilities
than we are in retention and recall of subject matter for its own
sake. We are interested in social studies currieuhun which will
give chikken opportunities to discover regularities and uni-
formities in the social universe around them. We are looking for
curriculum materials and exercises through which children can
experience the excitement of conscious ,eneralization, and come
to general statements whose utility will help them order phe-
nomena in other times and pkices. We are keen for students
to get their hands on the idea of causality and recognize that
multiple causation is the state of affairs safest to assume. We
are aiming to heighten an awareness of the part values play in
all of social experience, and to increase the capacity of stodents
to determine their tActo values.

Our basic orientation ill building curriculum models f(ir the
junior high school is pditical. The tlwille is Aristotelean: Man
As A Political Being. Our reasoning. as noted in connection
with the research of Easton and Hess, is that early ialoleseence
is a critk-al period in the stabilization of an American child's
political development. Tlw evidence suggests that the school
is the most important agency through w hich politieal socialization
is effected by formal nicans,

With this thinking in mind, we have MAI two principal con-
cepts of imidern pilitical science as the organizing ideas fon
social studies eurriculum III On' junior high selithd: power :Old
piditiCai culture. In addition to the historical data which um
(Thirst's and units use, one shoidd emphasize that power and
political culture, even if rurt co1l.5cio11.s/1/ cIiiiceptualized, are
parf of thr lextwe of life in the classroom. the sclund, thc street.
arid the /UMW. All !Milani.; supply of subject matter involved
with"power relationships and political culture is at hand to study
in the here and now, facc-to-fact ,vorhl. We expeet that tcarlicis
and students u ill frequently whiff' pasl queslioas (If in iner and
political culture to prcsent iu.stanccs. available in their exin.vience.
I have suggested how and why we arc using scicutcd historical
materials in a segileilee (if three (Anuses. Inrentiii, thy 11 cOrrn
Wort& From Subject to Citizen. and The Cc Culture. GI-

Ili) perfect case is pretended for this ovcrikll dcsii411 mu
are we shooting for what onc friendly inter, ogator calkd .1 -tt
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to-wail curriculum." Man As A Political Being,fs simply a roughly
coherent but highly flexible framework within which we can
construct model materials. At the very least, we and it exciting
to try.

In stun, I hope it is accurate to say the following things abu it
the work we have done so far. At their best:

Our materials tend to be selectively related to ideas
which arise out of the work of scholars who deal with
the study of men and riociety.

They tend to provide Children with the kinds of data
that scholars themselves work through in their own
quest for meaning.

They tend to present these data in ways that demand
inductive as well as decluctive analysis.

They tend to give chiklren an opportunity to discover
structure in the relationship of ideas to each other and
to find and cope with disparities and dilemmas among
competing ideas and conflicting data about society.

They contain opportunities for learning to handle so-
cial science data and ideas in geography, economics,
sociology, anthropology, political science, psychology.
and archaeology.

They are conceived in good measure with inventive-
ness and with a sense of what may catch time curiosity
and imagination of children.

The materials are selected whether as evidence from
the past to give some feeling for the continuities of
human experience or from the present to give some
sense of toe contemporary world always with the
idea that to increase the power of the student to deal
with the modvrn condition is the end in view.
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Appendix

Persons Associated With the ESI
Junior High School Social Studies Project

As noted in the Introduction, this list does not attempt to
differentiate among special contributions which have been made.
These naturally vary greatly, as do the experience, eminence, and
degree of participation of those mentioned.

Clark Abt
Medhi Baia Ali
I farald Bakken
Henry Bragdon
Robert Brandfon
Marvin Breslow
Crane Brinton
Alison Evans
Joseph I,. Frathersttme
Edith Fenton
Naomi Fleischman
Hanle W. Fowler
Lawrence Fuchs
John S. Gibson
Thomas S. Gilmore
Patricia ( ;t)ler
Jean D. G ninths
Erich Gruen
Neil Harris
George I Ionians
Priscilla I lundle
( ;race Jager
Martha Kalkut
Michael Kammen
Terry Knopf

Mark Krupnik
Richard McCann
Cary McCormick
Edmund S. Nforgan
Robert O'Neil
David Rarisonle
I larrict Reif
Arkigh Richardson
( :anvil Rosenblatt
Nona Plessner
Kay Politick
Frederick Pratt
Susan Sager
Sidnvy Santhir

Scott
Salh Scully
Brat Ibury Seasluiles
;ary Tluirpe

Gretchen Tucker
Gerard Warden
William Warnt/
Peter Wolff
Jeffr( Williams
Louis B. Wright
1 )uncan Yaggy
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